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SKID MOUNTED PUMP

SM-PFP-6hpHND-EM-TW
GAS POWERED ENGINE

70 GPM @ 10 PSI
40 GPM @ 100 PSI
20 GPM @ 125 PSI

1.5 GAL GAS TANK

HONDA QUIET MUFFLER

6HP HONDA ENGINE ELECTRIC AND MANUAL START

SKID FRAME

STAINLESS STEEL MECHANICAL SEAL

SELF PRIMING SYSTEM

STANDARD OUTLET MANIFOLD WITH
2 X 1” OUTLET
1 X 1 1/2” OUTLET

1 1/2” INTLET

1” DRAIN

HIGH PRESSURE TWO STAGE PUMP

MANIFOLD 6hp

1” INDUSTRIAL BALL VALVE TANK FILL

1” INDUSTRIAL BALL VALVE HOSE REEL OR WHIP LINE

1 1/2” INDUSTRIAL BALL VALVE SERVICE LINE
SKID MOUNTED PUMP

**SM-PFP-11hpHND-EM**

GAS POWERED ENGINE

- **1.7 GAL GAS TANK**
- HIGH PERFORMANCE FIRE PUMP WITH BRONZE IMPELLER
- **2 1/2” INLET**
- **PUMP WITH MECHANICAL SEAL**
- **2 1/2” OUTLET**

11HP HONDA ENGINE ELECTRIC AND MANUAL START

EXHAUST PRIMING SYSTEM

ILLUMINATED CONTROL PANEL

SKID FRAME

200 GPM @ 40 PSI
150 GPM @ 60 PSI
75 GPM @ 100 PSI
20 GPM @ 120 PSI

**SM-PFP-20hpHND-MR**

GAS POWERED ENGINE

- **2 1/2” OUTLET**
- **STAINLESS STEEL MECHANICAL SEAL**

20HP HONDA ENGINE ELECTRIC START

EXHAUST PRIMING SYSTEM

ILLUMINATED CONTROL PANEL

SKID FRAME

290 GPM @ 50 PSI
190 GPM @ 100 PSI
120 GPM @ 150 PSI
45 GPM @ 200 PSI
SM-PFP-21hpDSL-MR
DIESEL POWERED ENGINE

255 GPM @ 50 PSI
175 GPM @ 100 PSI
110 GPM @ 150 PSI
60 GPM @ 175 PSI

SKID MOUNTED PUMP

HIGH PERFORMANCE FIRE PUMP WITH BRONZE IMPELLER

2 1/2" INLET

1 1/2" OUTLET

21HP KUBOTA DIESEL ENGINE ELECTRIC START

EXHAUST PRIMING SYSTEM

WATER COOLED ENGINE

FULL ILLUMINATED CONTROL PANEL

SKID FRAME

STAINLESS STEEL MECHANICAL SEAL
ALL OUR SUCTION INLET MANIFOLDS COME WITH

1. RUBBER BOOT FOR FLEXIBILITY BETWEEN THE WATER TANK AND INLET MANIFOLD
2. 2 1/2” VICTAULIC COLLAR TO ELIMINATE VIBRATION ON THE MANIFOLD
3. BRACKETS TO HOLD THE INLET MANIFOLD
4. CAP & CHAIN ON THE DRAFT SIDE

WITH AN INDUSTRIAL BALL VALVE TANK TO PUMP

OPTIONAL A SECOND INDUSTRIAL BALL VALVE ON THE DRAFT SIDE

WITH ONE FIRE TYPE BALL VALVE TANK TO PUMP

OPTIONAL A SECOND FIRE TYPE BALL VALVE ON THE DRAFT SIDE

STEEL
STAINLESS STEEL
**MANIFOLD**

- STEEL
- STAINLESS STEEL

1. **1” BALL VALVE TANK FILL**
2. **1 1/2” BALL VALVE WHIP LINE**
3. **1” BALL VALVE HOSE REEL or WHIP LINE**
4. **1 1/2” BALL VALVE PRE-CONNECT or WHIP LINE**

*ALL VALVES FOR THE WORK LINE COME WITH AN INDUSTRIAL BALL VALVE (FIRE TYPE IS OPTIONAL). IF NOT USED, IT WILL BE SUPPLIED WITH CAP FOR FUTURE USE.*

**VALVES**

FOR SERVICE LINE: 3 VALVES MAXIMUM

- **3/4” GARDEN HOSE**
- **1” FIRE TYPE VALVE**
- **1 1/2” FIRE TYPE VALVE**
- **2 1/2” FIRE TYPE VALVE**

*ALL SERVICE LINE VALVES COME WITH CAP & CHAIN*

**EXAMPLE:**
- **1.5” SERVICE LINE TO THE REAR**

**MANIFOLD PIC – EXAMPLE**
OUTLET MANIFOLD

EXAMPLE 1
1-1/2” FIRE GRADE

EXAMPLE 2
(2) 1-1/2” FIRE GRADE

EXAMPLE 3
1-1/2” FIRE GRADE
+ 2-1/2” FIRE GRADE

EXAMPLE 4
2-1/2” FIRE GRADE

EXAMPLE 5
(2) 2-1/2” FIRE GRADE

EXAMPLE 6
3/4” GARDEN HOSE + 1-1/2” FIRE GRADE
+ 2-1/2” FIRE GRADE

EXAMPLE 7
3/4” GARDEN HOSE + 1” FIRE GRADE
+ 1-1/2” FIRE GRADE

EXAMPLE 8
1” FIRE GRADE
+ 1-1/2” FIRE GRADE
+ 2-1/2” FIRE GRADE

CUSTOMIZED

OPTIONS

GAS TANK – 3 GAL

GAS TANK – 6 GAL

SCOTTY FOAM SYSTEM